BASEMENT (CONTINUED)
2. What year was the two‐headed lamb born? ______________
3. What explorer used the snow shoes? ____________________
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4. What item was made by Native Americans from a flour sack?

EXPLORE OUR MUSEUM
5. What year did the railroad come to Utah? ________________
6. Why was the news printed on wall paper during the Civil War?

CARRIAGE HOUSE – LOWER
1. How many baby carriages are on display? ___________________
2. What pulled the Salt Lake Street Car? ______________________
3. What is the old bicycle called?

4. Who brought the Conestoga wagon to Utah?
5. What is an adobe brick?
6. In what park was the yellow Stage Coach used?

LOOK AROUND!
As you look around our museum, answer these two questions:
1. What item from pioneer days do you wish you could have used?

CARRIAGE HOUSE – UPPER
1. What game(s) can you see in the Toy Room?
2. What item are you glad you didn’t have to use?
2. What year did Brigham Young arrive in Salt Lake City? __________
3. What is the name of the fire engine and what year was it made?

MAIN FLOOR
1. Who wore the Native American headdress?
2. What is the name of the woman who wore the leather mask to
protect her from the blowing sand?

5. In the Clothing Room, what material was used to make Luke
Johnson's clothing? _____________________________________
THIRD FLOOR
1. In whose school were the green desks used?

3. How many people can sit at Brigham Young’s desk at the same
time? ________________________________________________

2. What are three Utah symbols on the 1947 Centennial Gowns?

4. What number is Utah’s star on the U. S. flag? What year did Utah
become a state? __________________
__________________
5. What are two symbols on the Utah State Flag?
3. What type of fabric that comes from worms did the pioneers try
to make in Utah? _______________________________________
SECOND FLOOR
1. What is an item used in a typical Pioneer Kitchen? What product
does the clock advertise?

2. Whose piano was buried along the Pioneer Trail? What was the
piano wrapped in before it was buried?

3. Who are three famous people represented by dolls in the Doll
Room?

4. Who carved his own wooden leg?
5. What musical instrument did Knute Erickson Play?

6. What are two types of material that were used to make pioneer
canes? (Foyer)

BASEMENT
1. Where are two eagles on this floor?

4. Whose name is on the grave marker in the Doctors Room?

